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More Profits! More Earnings! Let’s continue our trading report and continue to invest. Here are some 

pairs that gain profits by the help of Ethtrade Club Trading Team. This week Ethereum (ETH) jump price 

up to $823.76 and BITCOIN (BTC) reached $9,972.00. We are inviting investors to join our platform to 

gain profit in a passive way.  

 

QSP/BTC 

Traders bought in pair of QSP/BTC amounting 0.00002148BTC and sold it in 0.00002338BTC and 

0.00002332BTC which gave us 6.62% profit on this pair. 

 

TRX/ETH 

We also have this pair TRX/ETH. Trading team bought in 0.00011900ETH and sold it 0.00013400ETH that 

gave us 11.10% profit. We bought again in 0.0001326ETH while Ethereum (ETH) pump. We are still 

expecting profit on this coin. 

 

 

 



ETH/BTC 

We sell some Ethereum (ETH) in 0.079310BTC. BTC is gaining profit as of this moment. We cannot afford 

to lose this opportunity. 

 

Trading Team still have some coins to trade. We are very thankful to all of you guys who never doubt on 
us. Ethrade Club Trading Team will continue to serve all of you today and to the future. 
 
Ethtrade.club trading team are dedicated to have better profit to meet all expectation of every 
investors. The good news is we have our smart contract and that is ETHT (ethtrade token) and this is to 
secure all the investment. You can check block chain here 
0xc99eb107bccB3600FE503C9F4C7D20D2E65Fb800. We also encourage all of you investors to know 
what is ETHP smart contract to our website to know the benefits using smart contract. Click the link. 
https://ethtrade.club/page/ethereum-smart-contract   
 
We use a smart contract for Ethereum, as a guarantor that nothing will happen to your funds. Because 
your funds are not stored by us, but on Ethereum smart contract. Each partner can track all the 
information in the blockchain. 
 
Until next week. More Profits to all of us! 
 
Build your future today: 
https://ethtrade.club/  
 
See investor page here: 
https://ethtrade.club/page/forinvestors  
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